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The Offshore sector has requested a transformation from ITRF2005 current epoch to
EUREF89(ETRF89). So far sufficient data are not available to make such a transformation with ge-
odetic accuracy (better then 1 cm). An approximate transformation is therefore released. The trans-
formation gives EUREF89 coordinates within –3 cm to +3 cm in north and east components, and
within –6 cm to +6 cm for the vertical component at epoch 2007.0.
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Introduction
A transformation with geodetic accuracy
(better than 1 cm) from ITRF2005 current
epoch to EUREF89 could be performed in
several ways [Nørbech et al. 2002]. In gener-
al we must know the velocity of each station.
In Norway it is not sufficient to use a general
velocity model (e.g. Nuvel) for transforma-
tions with geodetic accuracy. The Glacial Iso-
static Adjustment (GIA) process in our re-
gion causes motions which are not taken into
account in plate tectonic motion models like
Nuvel1A or by the ITRF2000 Euler rotation
velocity for Eurasia [Altamimi et al. 2003]
[Altamimi et al. 2007]. These GIA motions
are deforming the crust and can not be ab-
sorbed with a rigid plate motion model. This
postglacial rebound process causes relative
motions up to 3 mm a year in a horizontal di-
rection and 11 mm a year in a vertical direc-
tion in Scandinavia [Danielsen 1999] [Kier-
ulf et al. 2002] [Nørbech et al. 2001] [Plag et
al. 2001] [Nørbech 2000]. These relative mo-
tions are called intraplate deformations and
are defined relative to a stable tectonic plate.

The left side of Fig. 1, below, shows the (hor-
izontal) plate tectonic motion in mm/yr ac-
cording to the ITRF2000 Euler rotation ve-
locity for Eurasia. The right figure shows the
intraplate deformations according to the
NKG_RF03 velocity model. These intraplate
deformations are relative to the stable Eura-
sia tectonic plate as defined by ITRF2000
Euler rotation velocity for Eurasia [Lidberg
et al. 2006] [Nørbech et al. 2006] [Vestøl
2006]. Therefore the transformation has to
be split into two parts. The first part corrects
for intraplate deformations and the second
part corrects for the rigid motion (primarily
caused by the plate tectonic motion).

When Norway performed its ETRS89 real-
izations (EUREF89) based on GPS measure-
ments in 1994 and 1995, correction for intra-
plate deformations was not applied [Kris-
tiansen et al. 1998]. The main reason for not
doing this was that this deformation was not
known with sufficient accuracy at that time.
A correction for intraplate deformation
should therefore be performed for the period
from the current epoch back to the reference
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epoch of the ETRS89 realization (1994.665)
instead of 1989.0. The purpose of this trans-
formation is to obtain Norway’s ETRS89 re-
alization and not the “true” ETRS89.

The abovementioned intraplate deforma-
tion model NKG_RF03 is a model for the
whole of Scandinavia. This model may not
have sufficient accuracy for Norway. GPS ob-
servations performed during 2007 will be
used to improve this model.

For practical applications which require
less accuracy, the transformation can be sim-
plified by omitting the intraplate deforma-
tion and using only a 7-parameter transfor-
mation. Such a transformation could be done
from a selected reference epoch, for example
2007.0. To transform from the current epoch
to the common reference epoch 2007.0 the
ITRF2005 Euler rotation velocity for Eura-
sia may be used as an approximation. 

An Approximate Transformation from 
ITRF2005 Current Epoch to EUREF89 
(ETRF89)
The transformation from ITRF2005 epoch
2007.0 to EUREF89 is performed using offi-
cial documented transformations. 

First step is a transformation from
ITRF2005 epoch 2007.0 to ITRF2000 epoch
2007.0 [http://itrf.ensg.ign.fr/ITRF_solutions/
2005/tp_05-00.php].

Second step is to apply the ITRF2000 Eul-
er rotation velocities for Eurasia from epoch
2007.0 to epoch 1994.665 [http://lareg.en-
sg.ign.fr/EUREF/memo.pdf].

Third step is to transform from ITRF2000
epoch 1994.665 to ITRF93 epoch 1994.665
[http://itrf.ensg.ign.fr/pub/itrf/ITRF.TP].

Fourth step is to transform from ITRF93
epoch 1994.665 to EUREF89(ETRF89) [Kris-
tiansen et al. 1998].

These four transformation steps may be
combined into one equation, see Eq(2).

Fig 1. The left figure shows the horizontal plate tectonic motion (in mm/yr) according to the
ITRF2000 Euler pole for Eurasia. The right figure shows the intraplate deformations accor-
ding to the NKG_RF03 velocity model which is relative to the stable Eurasia tectonic plate as
defined by the ITRF2000 rotation pole for Eurasia. The red arrows show the horizontal velo-
cities, and the blue arrows show the vertical velocity with respect to the earth centre of mass,
also in mm/yr. The arrows are in scale 1:1.
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Equation(1) is the transformation from
ITRF2005 current epoch to ITRF2005 at ref-
erence epoch 2007.0. The rotation velocities

 are the ITRF2005 Euler rota-
tion velocities for Eurasia [http://lareg.en-
sg.ign.fr/EUREF/memo2007.pdf].

The rotation and rotation velocities in the
two equations are given in milliarcseconds

and milliarcseconds/year, respectively, and
must be converted into radians and radi-
ans/year before use.

In Equation(1) and Equation(2) X, Y, Z are
geocentric coordinates. The superscripts and
subscripts of the coordinate vectors give the
reference frame and reference year (reference
epoch) respectively. tc is the current epoch.

(1)

(2)

Accuracy
The transformation Equation(1) and Equa-
tion(2) gives EUREF89 coordinates within
–3 cm to +3 cm in north and east compo-
nents, and within –6 cm to +6 cm for the ver-
tical component at epoch 2007.0. In the
coastal zone, the land uplift is variable and
has a positive value. No observations are
available offshore but a slight subsidence is
expected. Consequently, the transformed
vertical component is expected to be within a
range of –6 cm to 0 cm compared to the offi-
cial EUREF89 in the coastal zone, and from
0 cm to + 6 cm offshore.

Observations so far indicate that the ap-
proximate transformation will have an accu-
racy degradation of 3 mm/yr for the vertical
component and about half of that amount for
the horizontal components, due to the post-
glacial rebound process. At epoch 2017.0 the
horizontal error interval will therefore be
–4.5 cm to + 4.5 cm, and the vertical error in-
terval –9 cm to + 9 cm.

Examples of transformed points
The following 3 examples are points that
may be used to verify the implementation of
the transformations presented above.
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EXAMPLE 1
X  Y Z epoch ref.frame

3369503.259 354149.063 5385737.723 2007.42 ITRF2005
3369503.265 354149.057 5385737.720 2007.00 ITRF2005
3369503.572 354148.840 5385737.512 EUREF89

EXAMPLE 2
X  Y Z epoch ref.frame

2633682.166 608033.438 5757709.841 2007.42 ITRF2005
2633682.173 608033.433 5757709.839 2007.00 ITRF2005
2633682.513 608033.264 5757709.669 EUREF89

EXAMPLE 3
X  Y Z epoch ref.frame

1821623.036 1009742.137 6008281.767 2007.42 ITRF2005
1821623.044 1009742.134 6008281.766 2007.00 ITRF2005
1821623.421 1009742.020 6008281.640 EUREF89
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